
CHARITY SALES

Tis the season to
cherish one another!

FLOURISH
LIVES

Flowers that



A beautiful Christmas flower bouquet from 
Ave Maria Garden will help children and families in
Africa blossom through their own gardens.

This Christmas our volunteers are creating beautiful
flower bouquets to support Chalice’s African school
farming and food security project. Chalice is a
Canadian, Catholic international aid charity, and this
program supports school gardens, community farms,
and agricultural skills training. These farms and
gardens in turn provide children and their parents
with daily lunch programs, market livelihoods, and
healthier diets for their families.

This Christmas show your love with a bouquet that
brightens any room at home or work. ‘Tis the season
to cherish one another.

“Keep doing good works and
sharing your resources, for these
are the kinds of sacrifice that

please God.” 
 

H E B R E W S  1 3 : 1 6

https://www.chalice.ca/community-projects/7900-african-school-farming-and-food-security-project


Angels
Preserved Flower
Catalogue

Order: text 778-683-1396

C$50 each

Preserved Flowers are 100% natural flowers that have undergone a preservation process to maintain their
beauty and freshness with no need for water or sunlight.  They come in different styles just like other
mother nature so photos are for reference only. We will try our best to create something similar for your
enjoyment.   (products subject to availability)
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C$50 each

Preserved
Flowers in
Ave Maria Garden 

Preserved Flowers are 100% natural flowers that have undergone a preservation process to maintain their
beauty and freshness with no need for water or sunlight.  They come in different styles just like other
mother nature so photos are for reference only. We will try our best to create something similar for your
enjoyment.   (products subject to availability)

Order: text 778-683-1396
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C$40 each

Our
Silk Flowers
Catalogue

Order: text 778-683-1396

S1 S2 S3

S4 S5 S6

Silk flower or some people call it artificial flower, is a great alternative to a fresh flower. Today's
allergy-friendly silk flowers have the look and feel of a real flower. With no wilting, no watering,
no maintenance, realistic silk flowers can be enjoyed hassle-free all year round...



Ave Maria Garden is a volunteer-run ministry based at St. Mary's
Parish, Vancouver, with a vision to create and improve a strength-
based community where marginalized people can reach their full
potential.  Our mission is to build a supportive non-judgemental
environment where they can build the flower arrangement and
crafting experience that helps them build self-confidence and serve in
charity. 

Do you want to know more about us?
 

Ave Maria Garden Canada

Ave Maria Garden 


